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ABSTRACT

The disclosure provides a method for image processing, including: loading and decrypting an image file to obtain an original image, and saving the original image; shrinking the original image to obtain a pending image with a preset resolution, and saving the pending image; editing the pending image and previewing the pending image in real time; and editing the original image after the real-time previewing. The disclosure also provides a system for image processing; the disclosure can increase efficiency of real-time preview at the time of image editing.
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Fig. 1

101. Loading and decrypting an image file to obtain an original image, and saving the original image.

102. Shrinking the original image to obtain a pending image with a preset resolution, and saving the pending image.

103. Editing the pending image, and previewing the pending image in real time.

104. Editing the original image after the real time preview.
Fig. 2
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR IMAGE PROCESSING

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This is a continuation application of International Patent Application No.: PCT/CN2012/084410, filed on Nov. 9, 2012, which claims priority to Chinese Patent Application No.: 2011103709880 filed on Nov. 21, 2011, the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to image processing techniques, in particular to a method and system for image processing.

BACKGROUND

In image processing techniques, editing and batch processing of images are the most basic and commonly used techniques. Currently, many image processing tools offer single-image editing and multi-image batch processing.

Single-image editing includes conventional adjustments for image appearance such as adjustment of brightness and contrast, as well as some special image processing effects. When an image is edited using image processing tools, only after one or more editing parameters have been chosen will the image enter editing adjustment phase and an icon and text will prompt the user to wait. The user may have to wait a long time before the final result of editing is shown. The problems above are due to the fact that when editing parameters are adjusted in single-image editing and, real-time preview may prove to be unfeasible if the original image is too large and the speed too slow to process it in real time and show the result immediately (real-time preview); now, the user’s experience will not be seamless without real-time preview, and he/she will lack a certain degree of control in the editing and processing of the image.

Batch processing of images is a common technique to improve work efficiency, and it can reduce considerably the number of repetitive operations that the user has to perform. Some image processing tools only provide a few editing functions for batch processing, such as format conversion, resizing, renaming, but they do not affect the content of the image. Although some image processing tools do provide batch editing functions for batch processing of image content, such as batch addition of image frames, watermarks etc., they do not provide real-time preview, and batch editing outcome is shown to the user only after he/she has chosen a function such as batch generation of images. The speed of batch processing is often slow particularly when the number of images is large. If the user is not satisfied with the batch editing outcome after a long wait, he/she has to iterate and batch edit again, which will increase the workload and the usage time; furthermore, some image processing tools do not allow the user to set the batch parameters, but they perform the adjustment automatically, and they do not provide real-time preview.

In short, existing image processing techniques have drawbacks in terms of real-time image editing and preview, and do not allow previewing the outcome of image batch processing in real time.

SUMMARY

Accordingly, the disclosure aims to provide a method and system for image processing, so as to overcome drawbacks of existing image processing techniques in real time editing and preview.

To achieve the objective, the technical solution of the disclosure is implemented as follows.

The disclosure provides a method for image processing, the method includes:

- loading and decrypting an image file to obtain an original image, and saving the original image;
- shrinking the original image to obtain a pending image with a preset resolution, and saving the pending image;
- editing the pending image and previewing the pending image in real time; and
- editing the original image after the real-time preview.

The disclosure further provides a system for image processing, the system includes:

- a loading decrypting unit configured to load and decrypt an image file to obtain an original image;
- a resizing unit configured to shrink the original image to obtain a pending image with a preset resolution;
- a saving unit configured to save the original image and the pending image; and
- an editing previewing unit configured to edit the pending image, preview the pending image in real time, and edit the original image after the real-time preview.

The method and system for image processing according to the disclosure mainly shrink a large original image, and adopt a way of separate processing of images, and specifically include: first loading and saving the original image; then performing shrinking processing on the original image, and performing editing and real-time previewing on the shrunken pending image, and only when effect of the preview is satisfying, editing the original image after real-time preview is completed. When the real-time previewing is performed, the editing is performed on the shrunken pending image, while the final image editing is performed on the original image, therefore this way of separate processing based on image shrink increases efficiency of real-time preview. In addition, the original image can be further shrunken so as to assure efficiency of real-time preview in the case of batch processing.

FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a method for image processing according to the present disclosure; and Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating the structure of a system for image processing according to the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

As the image processing speed is at the bottleneck of development, in order to increase efficiency of real-time preview, the basic concept of the method for image processing with real-time editing and preview according to the disclosure is that the large original image is shrunken, edited and previewed in real time. As shown in FIG. 1, the method includes the following steps.

Step 101: loading and decrypting an image file to obtain an original image, and saving the original image.

In image processing of the disclosure, it is first required to load and decrypt the image file, and then save the obtained original image.

Furthermore, if the image supports partial decryption, a part of the image may be decrypted as required when the image is being loaded, and a part of the original image can be obtained.

As the part of the original image obtained by partial decryption is smaller than the entire original image obtained by complete decryption, compared with subsequent shrink-
According to the method for image processing with real-time editing and preview provided by the present disclosure, the process of single-image editing is as follows:

1. loading and decrypting the image file to obtain an original image;
2. performing shrinking on the original image to obtain a corresponding pending image;
3. adjusting, by the user, image editing parameters via a foreground thread according to the pending image shown on the interface;
4. triggering, when the image editing parameters are adjusted, a first background thread by the foreground thread to perform a corresponding editing operation on the pending image;
5. triggering, after the editing operation is completed, the foreground thread by the first background thread to show on the user interface the effect image obtained by the editing operation;
6. previewing the effect image by the user, and when the user feels satisfied with the effect of preview, executing a saving operation via the foreground thread after the real-time preview, during which triggering a second background thread by the foreground thread to perform a corresponding editing operation on the original image, and then saving the edited original image.

According to the method for image processing with real-time editing and previewing provided by the present disclosure, the process of batch processing of images is as follows:

1. loading and decrypting the image files one by one to obtain multiple original images;
2. performing shrinking on the original images in a unified manner to obtain corresponding multiple pending images;
3. adjusting, by the user, image editing parameters for batch processing via a foreground thread according to the multiple pending images shown on the interface, for example, adjusting parameters for addition of an image frame, watermark, which means performing image frame addition and watermark addition on the multiple pending images;
4. triggering, when the image editing parameters are adjusted, a first background thread by the foreground thread to perform a corresponding editing operation on the multiple pending images, in particular, performing, by the first background thread, the editing operation on the multiple pending images one by one;
5. triggering, after the editing operation is completed, the foreground thread by the first background thread to show on the user interface one by one multiple effect images obtained by the editing operation, for example: upon completing editing of the first pending image by the first background thread, triggering the foreground thread by the first background thread to show the corresponding effect image; meanwhile, starting, by the first background thread, to perform the editing operation on the second pending image, and the other images can be processed in a similar way;
6. previewing, by the user, the effect images one by one, and when the user feels satisfied with the effect of preview, executing a saving operation via the foreground thread after the real-time preview, wherein executing the saving operation on multiple images one by one, or executing the saving operation on multiple images in a unified manner after all previews are completed, during which, triggering a second background thread by the foreground thread to perform a corresponding editing operation on multiple original images one by one.
In order to implement the method mentioned above, as shown in FIG. 2, the present disclosure provides a system for image processing, including:

- a loading decrypting unit configured to load and decrypt an image file to obtain an original image;
- a resizing unit configured to shrink the original image to obtain a pending image with a preset resolution;
- a saving unit configured to save the original image and the pending image; and
- an editing previewing unit configured to edit the pending image and preview the pending image in real time, as well as to edit the original image after the real-time preview.

Furthermore, the resizing unit is configured to shrink the original image by an interpolation algorithm to obtain a pending image with a preset resolution;

Furthermore, the loading decrypting unit is configured to load and decrypt the image file corresponding to the original image to obtain the original image before the resizing unit shrinks the original image to obtain a pending image with a preset resolution;

Correspondingly, the saving unit is further configured to save the original image obtained by decryption.

Furthermore, the loading decrypting unit may be configured to decrypt the entire image file or part of the image file.

The editing previewing unit includes a foreground thread subunit and a first background thread subunit, wherein: the foreground thread subunit is configured to adjust image editing parameters and trigger the first background thread subunit to execute an editing operation; and the first background thread subunit is configured to perform a corresponding editing operation on the pending image according to the adjusted image editing parameters to obtain an effect image, and notify the foreground thread subunit to show the effect image on a user interface for real-time preview.

The foreground thread subunit is further configured to execute a saving operation after the real-time preview, and trigger a second background thread subunit to execute an editing operation.

Correspondingly, the editing previewing unit further includes the second background thread subunit configured to perform a corresponding editing operation on the original image according to the editing operation performed on the pending image by the first background thread subunit; and correspondingly, the saving unit is further configured to save the edited original image.

What described above is merely the preferred embodiments of the disclosure and is not intended to limit the scope of protection of the present disclosure.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for image processing, comprising:
   - loading and decrypting an image file to obtain an original image, and saving the original image;
   - shrinking the original image to obtain a pending image with a preset resolution, and saving the pending image;
   - editing the pending image and previewing the pending image in real time; and
   - editing the original image after the real-time preview of the pending image,
   wherein editing the pending image and previewing the pending image in real-time comprises:
     - adjusting, by a foreground thread, an image editing parameter and triggering a first background thread to perform a corresponding editing operation on the pending image according to the adjusted image editing parameter; and
     - obtaining an effect image after the editing operation is completed, and notifying, by the first background thread, the foreground thread to show the effect image on a user interface for real-time preview.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein shrinking the original image to obtain a pending image with a preset resolution comprises: shrinking the original image to the preset resolution by an interpolation algorithm to obtain a corresponding pending image.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein loading and decrypting an image file comprises: decrypting an entire image file to obtain an entire original image; or decrypting part of the image file to obtain part of the original image.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein editing the original image comprises:
   - when effect of the real-time preview is determined to be satisfying according to the effect image, executing, by the foreground thread, a saving operation and triggering a second background thread to perform a corresponding editing operation on the original image according to the editing operation performed on the pending image by the first background thread.

5. A system for image processing, comprising:
   - a loading decrypting unit configured to load and decrypt an image file to obtain an original image;
   - a resizing unit configured to shrink the original image to obtain a pending image with a preset resolution;
   - a saving unit configured to save the original image and the pending image; and
   - an editing previewing unit configured to edit the pending image, preview the pending image in real time, and edit the original image after the real-time preview of the pending image,
   wherein the editing previewing unit comprises a foreground thread subunit and a first background thread subunit, wherein:
     - the foreground thread subunit is configured to adjust an image editing parameter and trigger the first background thread subunit to execute an editing operation; and
     - the first background thread subunit is configured to perform a corresponding editing operation on the original image according to the adjusted image editing parameter to obtain an effect image, and notify the foreground thread subunit to show the effect image on a user interface for real-time preview.

6. The system according to claim 5, wherein the resizing unit is further configured to shrink the original image through an interpolation algorithm to obtain a pending image with a preset resolution.

7. The system according to claim 5, wherein the loading decrypting unit is further configured to decrypt an entire image file or to decrypt part of the image file when loading and decrypting the image file.

8. The system according to claim 5, wherein the foreground thread subunit is further configured to execute a saving operation after the real-time preview, and trigger a second background thread subunit to execute an editing operation;
   - the editing previewing unit further comprises the second background thread subunit configured to perform a corresponding editing operation on the original image according to the editing operation performed on the pending image by the first background thread subunit; and
   - the saving unit is further configured to save the edited original image.